Let us replace the integration over the interval [0, 1] by the integration over the complex plane for all integrals (1.1)-(1.3). The expression t b for t ∈ C, b ∈ C is ramified at t = 0, so the integration makes no sense. But we can replace t b by |t| 2b = t b t b . It is better to consider a wider generality and to write
Barnes-Ismagilov integrals and hypergeometric
functions of the complex field Yury A. Neretin 1 We examine a family p G C q (a) (b) ; z of integrals of Mellin-Barnes type over the space Z × R, such functions G naturally arise in representation theory of the Lorentz group. We express p G C q (z) as quadratic expressions in generalized hypergeometric functions pFq−1 and discuss further properties of functions p G C q (z).
1 The statements 1.1. Introduction. Recall the Euler integral representation of the Gauss hypergeometric function:
where a, b, c are complex numbers and
is the beta function. The hypergeometric functions p+1 F p admit the following inductive integral representation: (see [17] , Subsect. II.3.7, [16] , Subsect. 1.6) 2 ,
. (1.4) The new version of the Gauss hypergeometric function (Gauss hypergeometric functions of the complex field) also can be evaluated (see [33] , Theorem 3.9), the result has the form
The Gauss hypergeometric functions satisfy numerous identities, see for instance the book 'Higher hypergeometric functions', [13] , Chapter 2. Usually such identities (and may be all such identities) have counterparts for 2 F C 1 (see a collection of formulas in [33] , Sect. 3).
Counterparts of the Gauss hypergeometric functions were briefly mentioned in the book by Gelfand, Graev, Vilenkin [17] , Subsect. II. 3.7 (1962) . Later various formulas and identities related to hypergeometric functions of complex fields of different levels and C-ficated integrals appeared in works of numerous authors: Dotsenko, Fateev [12] , Gelfand, Graev, Retakh [16] , Ismagilov [24] - [25] , Derkachov, Manashov [6] , [8] , Bazhanov, Mangazeev, Sergeev, [2] , Derkachov, Manashov, Valinevich [9] - [10] , Kels [27] - [28] , Mimachi [32] , Derkachev, Spiridonov [11] , Molchanov, Neretin [33] , Neretin [39] (we discuss the references in a more arranged form in Subsect. 3.3).
The purpose of this paper is to give a definition of counterparts of higher hypergeometric functions p F q (z) (formula (1.24)) and to obtain an analog of formula (1.5), see Theorem 1.1.
Main statements are contained in the present section, their proofs are done in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss further properties of our functions.
1.2. Notation. Denote by Z + the set of integers 0, by Z − the set of integers 0.
A. Hypergeometric functions. Let r s + 1. Let a 1 , . . . , a r ∈ C and b 1 , . . . , b s ∈ C \ Z − . Generalized hypergeometric functions are defined by
where (a) m := a(a + 1) . . . (a + m − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol. For r s the radius of convergence is ∞, for r = s + 1 it is 1. For r > s + 1 the series diverges. B. Notation for lists. Let a 1 , . . . , a p ∈ C, let h ∈ C. We use the following notation for lists, (a) := a 1 , . . . , a p ;
(a) + h := a 1 + h, . . . , a p + h;
(a) \j := a 1 , . . . , a j−1 , a j+1 , . . . , a p .
In particular, we denote (1.6) by r F s (a) (b) ; z C. Double powers. Denote by C × (resp. R × + ) the multiplicative group of C (resp. the multiplicative group of positive reals). By T ⊂ C × we denote the subgroup |z| = 1, we have T ≃ R/2πZ,
and R × + is isomorphic to the additive group R of real numbers. The dual group (C × ) * , i.e., the group of all homomorphisms C × → T, is
Denote by Λ C the set of pairs a a ′ such that a, a ′ ∈ C and a − a ′ ∈ Z. We write such pairs by
where k ∈ Z, σ ∈ C.
By Λ ⊂ Λ C we denote the subset consisting of a|a ′ satisfying a ′ + a = 0,
Define the following functions on C × :
Notice that such functions are precisely all homomorphisms We define the complex Mellin transform M as the Fourier transform on the group C × . For a function f on C × we define the Mellin transform as a function on Λ C defined by g a a ′ = Mf a a ′ :
The convolution on the group C × is defined by formula
The Mellin transform sends convolutions to products,
1.3. The Gamma-function of the complex field. Following Gelfand, Graev, and Retakh [16] , we define the Gamma-function of the complex field as a function on Λ C defined by 3
The integral conditionally converges if 0 < Re(a+a ′ ) < 1 and diverges otherwise. Clearly, the right hand side is meromorphic in the whole Λ C .
Remark. In particular, we can write (1.4) as
It is easy to see that
where m ∈ N, k ∈ N. Values of Γ C at integer points are Γ C (k|l) = 0, for k, l ∈ N;
For m, m ′ ∈ Z + we have a pole at (−m)|(−m ′ ), more precisely,
Next (see below Subsect. 2.1), for a|a ′ ∈ Λ C and ξ = 1
(1.20)
1.4. Hypergeometric functions of the complex field. Let a 1 |a ′ 1 , . . . ,
Temporary, we assume that they satisfy the conditions:
We define the following function on Λ C :
Next, we define the hypergeometric functions of the complex field as the contour integral:
The integration is taken along the imaginary axis iR. The condition (1.22) provides the conditional convergence of the integral in σ and the absolute convergence of the series (see below Subsect. 2.2-2.3). Under the stronger condition
all integrals in σ convergence absolutely (this follows from (1.20)). The expression (1.23) has poles (they are analyzed in Subsect. 2.3) in σ originated from two groups of factors. We call poles of the factors Γ C a + As usual (see [42] ) we can write the analytic continuation of
; z to a wider domain of (a|a ′ ), (b|b ′ ) moving integration contours. Let us omit the condition (1.21) and fix a α |a ′ α , b β |b ′ β . Then iR separates left and right poles for all but a finite number of summands. Assume
For each k we choose a contour L k that coincides with iR at infinity and separates left and right poles of the corresponding summand, the result of the integration does not depend on a choice of L k . Then we replace the expression (1.24) by k L k and get an expression of our integral in the domain defined by conditions (1.22), (1.26).
1.5. The statements of the paper. For the same (a|a ′ ), (b|b ′ ) we define
We also define the expression Σ C − (z) by
Remark. This statement and the main argument for its proof are potentially contained in paper by Ismagilov [25] , Lemma 2.
; z satisfies the following system of differential equations
; z as a function of a variable z and parameters (a|a ′ ), (b|b ′ ), i.e., a function defined on certain domain in the space
(1.31)
; z as a function of (a), (b), z admits an extension to a function, which is real analytic in z in the domain 
a) Under the same conditions
where the integral is understood as a Mellin transform in L 2 .
Taking p = q = 1 (see (3. 2)) we get a counterpart of formula (1.3):
First, let us verify that the right-hand side is single-valued on Λ. We must verify that the expression
is single valued. Represent ξ = re iϕ . We transform our expression as
We have ξ + ξ ∈ Z and therefore the exponential is single valued. Next, we apply the Stirling formula in the form (see [13] , equation 1.18 (3))
The ratio gives us (1.19 ). An evaluation of the asymptotics in the sector | arg(−z)| < π − ε gives the same result.
Remark. Formula (1.19) also gives us asymptotics of p K q on vertical lines
and we can control integrability under shifts of the integration contour.
Decomposition of Mellin-Barnes integrals in residues.
Let us write the definition (1.24) of p G C q in the form
The integrals I k (z) are special cases of Mellin-Barnes integrals, i. e., integrals of the type
where L is a contour separating poles of factors Γ(a α +σ) and poles of Γ(b β −σ).
Behavior of such Mellin-Barnes integrals (Meijer G-functions) was investigated by Meijer, his results are exposed in [30] , [31] , [3] . Under certain conditions J(a, b, c, d; u) can be expressed in terms of functions Σ ± (z), where Σ + (z) is the sum of residues of the integrand at poles of factors Γ(A α + σ), and Σ − (z) the sum of residues at poles of Γ(b β − σ). In our case A = D = q, B = C = p, and u = |z| is a positive real. A contour L coincides with the imaginary axis at infinity. An asymptotics of the absolute value of the integrand on the imaginary axis is
see [13] , formula 1.18 (4) . One of statements of Theorem 18 in [31] implies that if the integrand tends to zero on the imaginary axis, then the integral J(a, b, c, d; u) conditionally converges if the integrand tends to 0 at infinity for u > 0 and is given by
then the absolute convergence is obvious.
In our case a α is replaced by b) The set Ω consists of points
where m, m ′ range in Z + .
Proof. a) Let all poles be contained in Ω. Taking k = a ′ − a we get
Therefore a + a ′ + σ ∈ Z − and Im σ < 0. b) We write points satisfying (2.2).
Evaluation of the sum of residues. For definiteness assume that p q. Let us write the residue R(j; m, m ′ ) of the integrand (1.24) at a point
We have
Applying (1.13)-(1.14) we come to
Reordering factors, we get
Formal calculation with series gives
We get a product of two hypergeometric series whose radius of converges is ∞ if q > p and 1 if q = p. They are absolutely convergent in the disk of convergence, therefore the last identity really take place. Therefore Thus we proved the coincidence of p G C q and Σ C + . The summation of residues at right poles of p K C q is similar. It is important that the converges of the series k∈Z in (2.3) is locally uniform in parameters a α , b β near any point (a 0 ) ∈ C q , (b 0 ) ∈ C p , for which coefficients at z l z l ′ are well-defined. The Mellin transform is the Fourier transform on the group C × , therefore it sends multiplicative convolutions to products. This property remains to be valid if both functions are contained in L 2 , see [43] , Theorem 64 (Sect. 3.13) 5 . This implies Theorem 1.5.
2.5. The differential equations. The expression (1.27) for Σ C + has the form C j Φ j (z) · Ψ j (z), 5 Proof. Denote by C 0 the space of continuous functions that have zero limit at infinity. The product is a continuous operation L 2 × L 2 → L 1 . The Fourier transform sends L 2 → L 2 bijectively, and sends L 1 → C 0 . The convolution is a continuous operation L 2 × L 2 → C 0 . Therefore the Fourier transform sends a product of two L 2 -functions to the convolution.
where C j do not depend on z and
The equation DF = 0 of the system (1.28) is slightly modified equation for generalized hypergeometric functions, see [42] , Subsect. On the other hand generalized hypergeometric functions p F q−1 meromorphically depend on their parameters, and therefore Σ + (z) meromorphically depends on parameters. Sums of power series are real analytic and this implies real analyticity of Σ + (z) for z ∈ C \ 0.
Possible poles are located at hyperplanes
for some j and β and a α − a j ∈ Z; a ′ α − a ′ j ∈ Z. for some j, α. It remains to notice that singularities of the second type are removable under the open condition (1.25) and therefore they are always removable.
2) The same argument can be applied if p = q and |z| = 1. For p = q we extend p G C p (z) to the same domain of parameters as above and come away to a smaller domain
Then the contour integral in (1.24) has continuous partial derivatives up to order p. By continuity the equation DF = 0 is valid on the circle |z| = 1. The operator D is elliptic for z = 0, 1. Therefore under the condition (2.4) solutions of the equation DF = 0 are analytic (see, e.g. [22] , Theorem 8.5.1). Consider a point z 0 = 1 on the circle |z| = 1. Any generalized hypergeometric function defined in the disk |z| < 1 has an analytic continuation to a neighborhood U of z 0 . Therefore the expression (1.27) for p G p (z) provides us an analytic continuation of Σ + (z) to U (and coincides with Σ C − in the intersection of U and the domain |z| > 1). This expression is meromorphic in (a), (b) as above.
Additions
3.1. Some simple cases. The exponential. For q = 1, p = 0 formula (1.27) gives
The power function. For p = q = 1 we get
The series 1 F 0 converge in the disc |z| < 1, but the final expression is well defined in C \ {0, 1}.
The Kummer functions. For p = 1, q = 2 we get
Denote the hypergeometric functions in these expression by Φ 1 (z), Φ ′ 1 (z), Φ 2 (z), Φ ′ 2 (z). Then z a1 Φ 1 (z), z a2 Φ 2 (z) is a fundamental system of holomorphic solutions of the equation DF = 0 of the system (1.28), and z a ′ 1 Φ ′ 1 (z), z a ′ 2 Φ ′ 2 (z) is a fundamental system of antiholomorphic solutions of the equation DF = 0 (generally, all these functions are ramified at 0 and ∞). Then the functions
is a basis of the space of solutions of the system (1.28) in a neighborhood of any point z 0 = 1, see [33] , Proposition 3.8. For a 1 − a 2 / ∈ Z solutions non-ramified at 0 and ∞ have the form
The asymptotic expansion of confluent hypergeometric function 1 F 1 (z) as z → ∞ (see, e.g., [30] , Sect. 4.7) in the sector | arg z| < π − ε is 
The Bessel functions. For p = 0, q = 2 we get an expression
The Gauss hypergeometric functions. For p = q = 2
On the other hand Gelfand, Graev, Retakh [16] defined the analog of the Gauss hypergeometric function by the Euler integral (see detailed examination in [33] , Sect. 3):
I do not know which notation is better. In any case for the notation 2 F C 1 formulas are precisely parallel to the classical theory of the Gauss hypergeometric functions.
As for the Kummer and Bessel cases the system (1.28) has 4-dimensional space of local solutions and a two-dimensional space solutions that are nonramified at 0. The function 2 F C 1 is selected from this subspace by the condition of non-ramification at z = 1, see [33] , Proposition 3.11.
Some simple properties of the functions
Here we imitate properties of the Meijer G-function (see Prudnikov, Brychkov, Marichev [40] , vol. 3, Section 8.2). Clearly, the function p G C q is symmetric with respect to permutations of a 1 |a ′ 1 , . . . , a p |a ′ p and of b 1 |b ′ 1 ,. . . , b q |b ′ q . If a m − a l ∈ Z, then we have an additional symmetry
(if a k − a l / ∈ Z, then the right hand side makes no sense), this follows from (1.10).
Changing the variables k → −k and σ → −σ in (1.24) we get
Changing only the summation index k → −k, we get
Keeping in the mind the reflection formula (1.12), we get
Shifting variables k → k + l, σ → σ + τ , we come to
Keeping in mind (1.12), we obtain
; e 2πil/m z 1/m m mp(−q) , (3.12)
here we have a summation, which is absent for the classical Meijer G-function.
Differentiating the integral by the parameter z we get
(3.14)
Due to (−1) in (1.13), the similar equations for z ∂ ∂z differ from (3.13)-(3.14) by signs
The last four equalities (3.13)-(3.16) imply the differential equations (1.28)-(1.30).
Also (3.17) and
3.3. References, links, problems. 1) Gauss hypergeometric functions of the complex field (our 2 G C 2 modulo a simple factor) were defined by Gelfand, Graev, and Retakh in [16] by Euler integral (3.6) . Many formulas for such functions were obtained in [33] , Sect.3.
2) Marichev [31] proposed the following trick, which became the main tool in a creation of the Prudnikov, Brychkov, and Marichev tables [40] 6 , see also comments in [41] . Many special functions (and many elementary functions) are special cases of the Meijer G-functions, i.e., can be written as Mellin-Barnes integrals (2.1). Therefore they are inverse Mellin transforms of products
. (3.19) Take two such functions Φ(x), Ψ(x). Then we can evaluate the convolution
Indeed, the Mellin transform of Θ is the product of Mellin transforms, therefore we get a product of two functions of the type (3.19), i.e., a function of the same type. Now we can express Θ(x) as a liner combination of hypergeometric functions.
Numerous formulas in tables of integrals (as Gradshteyn, Ryzhik [18] ) whose initial derivations were ingenious can be obtained in this straightforward way. The table of evaluations of G-functions in Prudnikov, Brychkov, Marichev [40] , vol.3, Section 8.4, contains 90 pages, for each pair of lines we can apply this trick 7 .
Our Theorem 1.5 with formulas (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) gives us the same tool 8 . However, in our case the picture is more pure. The classical Meijer functions depend on 4 subscripts and superscripts (see (2.1)), In our case the reflection formula (1.12) allows to move Γ C -factors from the denominator to numerator. As a result, functions p G C q depend only on two subscripts p, q. Apparently, most 9 of identities for classical hypergeometric functions as they are exposed in [13] - [14] (Chapters 2, 4, 6, 7), [42] , [1] have counterparts for functions p G C q , but different classical formulas can have the same counterpart (for instance the 5 H 5 -Dougall formula and the de Branges-Wilson integral correspond to one integral over Z × R, see [39] ).
3) A collection of beta-integrals involving products of Γ C is known, see Bazhanov, Mangazeev, Segeev [2] , Kels [27] , [28] , Derkachov, Manashov, Valinevich, [6] [9], [10] , [8] , Neretin [39] . Such integrals can be regarded as evaluations of functions p G C p (z) at the point (−1) p . 4) Such beta integrals arise as limits of elliptic beta-integrals (see [27] ), may be functions p G C p are limits of elliptic hypergeometric functions, see [11] . 5) The classical expansion in Jacobi polynomials has a well-known continuous analog known under terms 'Olevski transform', 'generalized Mehler-Fock transform', 'Jacobi transform', see, e.g., [29] ; there is also a second continuous analog [38] . The paper Molchanov, Neretin [33] contains a complex counterpart of these 3 transformations (expansions in the Jacobi polynomials and two integral operators), it is a unitary integral transform with 2 G C 2 -kernel acting from a certain weighted L 2 on C to a certain weighted L 2 on Λ ≃ Z × R.
The 'Jacobi transform' is a representative of a big zoo of hypergeometric integral transforms (see, e.g., [45] ), it is natural to think that their counterparts exist in p G C q -cases. Integral transforms also can be applied as a tool for production of special-functional identities (clearly, several transforms were used for 7 Chapter 7 of the same book (160 pages) also provides us a material for this business. 8 Our arguments are not sufficient for integrals (1.34) with functions 1 G C 0 , see (3.1). Apparently, the formula (1.34) remains valid in this case 9 With some exceptions, for instance an application of formula (3.12) can be problematic.
creation of [40] , vol.3, on possibilities of the Jacobi transform, see [37] ). An example of application of the 2 G C 2 -transform is contained in [39] . 6) It is well-known that representation theory of the group SL(2, R) is closely related to theory of hypergeometric functions (as the Bessel functions, the confluent hypergeometric functions, the Gauss hypergeometric functions, 3 F 2 (1), and the balanced 4 F 3 (1)). Application of harmonic analysis related to the Lorentz group 10 SL(2, C) to special functions are far not so popular (at least among pure mathematicians). However, if to ask such a question, then hypergeometric functions of complex field come thick and fast.
-a tensor product ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 of two irreducible unitary representations of SL(2, C) is a multiplicity free direct integral (see Naimark [34] - [36] ). Therefore we can canonically decompose a triple tensor product (ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 ) ⊗ ρ 3 = ρ 1 ⊗ (ρ 2 ⊗ ρ 3 ) in two ways. In the first case we decompose ρ 1 ⊗ ρ 2 and multiply each component by ρ 3 , in the second case we start from ρ 2 ⊗ ρ 3 . Realizing this idea 11 we get two explicit decompositions of the same representation, the intertwining operator splits into a direct integral of intertwining operators acting in isotypic components, such operators can be regarded as counterparts of Racah coefficients (6j-symbols). Ismagilov [24] , [25] (see also Derkachov, Spiridonov, [11] ) showed that such 'Racah operators' are integrals transforms whose kernels have a form 4 G C 4 (1). The 'Racah operators' are G C -counterparts of expansions in Racah polynomials, expansions in Wilson polynomials, and the 'Wilson function transforms' defined by Groenevelt [19] , [20] .
-Recall that the Lorentz group SL(2, C) is locally isomorphic to the complex orthogonal group SO(3, C). Consider the symmetric space SO(3, C)/SO(2, C), it can be regarded as a quadric x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 in C 3 , or the complexification of the sphere x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 in R 3 . Under the complexification, the Laplacian on the real sphere splits into two commuting Laplacians, one is holomorphic, another is anti-holomorphic. A question about their joint spectral decomposition in a space of SO(2)-invariant functions leads to 2 G 2 -transform considered in Molchanov, Neretin [33] .
-The shortest way of appearance of 2 G C 2 -functions is discussed in the next subsection. 7) Dotsenko, Fateev [12] obtained a complex version of the Selberg integral; Derkachov, Manashov, Valinevich [9] , [10] obtained multi-dimensional beta-integrals with products of Γ C -functions (counterparts of the Gustafson's extension of the second Barnes Lemma).
There arises a question about multi-dimensional symmetric C-counterparts of the Heckman-Opdam hypergeometric functions [21] . The obvious candidates are spherical distributions on symmetric spaces G C /K C , where G C is a complex semisimple Lie group and K C a complex symmetric subgroup.
On the other hand there are no reasons to hope that in multi-dimensional case a complex spherical transforms are unitary operators (unexpectedly, radial parts of Laplace operators can be non-commuting in the Nelson sense, see [33] , Theorem 1.1).
3.4. The Vilenkin model for SL(2, C). First, we modify notation. Let us denote elements of Λ C by bold letters, denote a|a ′ by a, 1|1 by 1, let (−1) a−a ′ by (−1) a . Since Λ ≃ Z × R, we can denote Substituting z = − a c u we come to
